1. Introduction
The last five years have seen a wide interest develop in situated learning. This is learning that is situated in social circumstances which are authentic, in terms of the application of that knowledge. The current interest is partially attributable to Collins, Brown and Newman (1989) and Brown, Collins and Duguid (1989), whose work calls for a greater consideration of the contributions from sociology and anthropology to the understanding of how individuals think and act. As a consequence, the contributions of researchers such as Lave, Rogoff and Scribner, from the socio-cultural orientation of learning theory are now widely acknowledged. Despite this interest, and accumulating work by researchers, there remains an incomplete understanding of the consequences of situated learning. For example, what forms of knowledge and cognitive activities are privileged through this mode of learning? And what aren’t? Prawat (1993) claims that situated learning privileges the development of procedural knowledge over that of propositional or conceptual knowledge. Recent empirical work (Billett, 1992; 1993a, 1993b 1994), which investigated the situated learning of vocational skills in the workplace, although providing evidence of the efficacy of this mode of learning, failed to provide a comprehensive account of the consequences of this mode of learning. In two of the studies (Billett, 1993a & 1994) concerns about the development of propositional knowledge were reported.

In an attempt to develop further understanding about the consequences of this mode of learning it is necessary to return to the literature in order to predict what are likely outcomes in terms of the acquisition of knowledge types and their deployment. In doing so this paper seeks some reconciliation between two bodies of literature which represent distinctive views about thinking and acting. Cognitive psychology, with its focus on expertise being realised through the application of cognitive structures, higher orders of procedures and the organisation of knowledge, presents a view of thinking and acting which emphasises the internal processes of the mind. Conversely, the socio-cultural literature presents a view which accentuates the social and cultural genesis and transmission of knowledge. This paper attempts two key goals by advancing a reconciliation between these literatures. First, it seeks points of commonality and complementarity between the cognitive and socio-cultural literatures in order to contribute to understanding further how thinking and acting is influenced by social circumstances. The second goal is to utilise this review of literature to advance an understanding about the consequences of situated learning. In attempting this goal, a framework influenced by Vygotskian perspectives, is used to reconcile the contributions from both literatures. The paper concludes by advocating a greater reconciliation between these two views of thinking and acting in order to advance the understanding of everyday and/or complex human performance.
Commonalities and complementarity within the literatures

In this first section a brief overview of the two bodies of literature is offered to determine areas of commonality. This review is led by the contributions of the cognitive psychology literature and is then followed by an overview of the socio-cultural literature.

2.1 Cognitive Psychology literature.
The strength of the contributions from cognitive psychology literature resides in its discussions of knowledge types, cognitive structures, and the extent and organisation of knowledge in facilitating expert performance. Studies of expertise propose that, within a particular domain of knowledge, the qualities of organisation of knowledge around salient principles and robust procedures are prime characteristics of expertise. For example, problem-solving and learning which are seen as being similar cognitive activities (Anderson, 1993; Shuell, 1990) and transfer (Royer, 1979) are dependent upon access to previous knowledge and the use of higher order or strategic procedures to manage and monitor these activities (Gott, 1989). Underpinning these cognitive activities is the effectiveness of knowledge representation in memory, its recall and the deployment. These activities account for the almost instantaneous ability of experts to solve problems and complete other complex tasks in a manner that novices simply cannot. So in these ways cognitive psychology provides a comprehensive, although not complete, account of complex thinking processes. This account is the product of a sustained inquiry on the differences between novices and expert's organisation and utilisation of knowledge over the past twenty years (Glaser, 1989). However, with some notable exceptions (eg. Greeno, 1989; Pea, 1979; Posner, 1982; Prawat, 1989) there is an apparent lack of acknowledgment in this work of the external social influences, which are interpretively constructed by individuals, and shape the way knowledge is understood, organised, represented and applied.

Although cognitive psychology emphasises types of knowledge and cognitive activities such as problem-solving, it remains underdeveloped in its account of how knowledge is sourced. This remains the case despite a recent emphasis on domain-specific knowledge in the expertise literature. The limited consideration of contextual, personal and dispositional factors has resulted in a preference within cognitive psychology for generic types of knowledge that are disembedded from a particular physical and social context (Newman, Griffin & Cole, 1989), and arguably remote from everyday application (Raizen, 1991). It is difficult to account for the dispositional nature of concepts and procedures without acknowledging their individual and social source. However, recent recognition of these shortcoming has led to a reconsideration of socio-cultural factors, and now it is now being increasingly acknowledged that factors external to the mind are a part of both problems and their solutions (Brown, Collins & Duguid, 1989; Collins, Brown & Newman, 1989; Gott, 1989; Greeno, 1989a; Pea, 1987; Prawat, 1989).

In sum, cognitive psychology, while making a range of contributions to the understanding of thinking and acting, does not yet present a comprehensive account of how knowledge is sourced and developed. However the beginnings of such work can be found in the recent work mentioned above. It would seem that the acknowledgment of the contributions of external sources to thinking are likely to play a role in the further development of cognitive psychology.

2.2 Socio-cultural literature.
In contrast to the cognitive literature, the social and cultural origins of knowledge are referred to extensively within the socio-cultural literature, and the social transmission of knowledge is also well-researched and theorised (Lave, 1977: 1990: 1993; Rogoff & Lave, 1984; Rogoff, 1990: 1993; Scribner, 1984: 85a: 85b; Vygotsky, 1978). Although quite comprehensive in conceptual
terms of how knowledge is acquired this literature lacks an elaboration of what categories of knowledge are created, apart from dispositions such as values and attitudes (Goodnow, 1990). The genesis and transmission of knowledge is elaborated, albeit focussing on specific outcomes. Greater elaboration about more general or executive forms of knowledge, and, for instance, how learning or transfer occurs, remains quite incomplete, apart from suggestions about the concrete examples provided through analogies and examples (Prawat, 1989). Lave (1993) refers to stripping away the context to abstract meaning but provides no account of how this activity is initiated, monitored or evaluated. This lack of differentiation of forms or types of knowledge is also evident in seminal works. For example, what actually comprises Vygotsky's (1987) concept of higher mental functions? Such is the breadth of his definition, that all worthwhile knowledge is socially-acquired and requires higher mental functions, which leaves little room for differentiation. The application of a general socio-historical sourcing of knowledge has already been challenged and modified by Scribner (1985b) to account for the contributions of the socio-cultural level. Equally, within this literature, there is little acknowledgment of the differentiation amongst types of knowledge and identification of procedures which might permit the abstraction and generalisation required for problem-solving and transfer, apart from recent work by Lave (1993).

Problem-solving, in this literature is referred to as a social process embedded in culturally-derived activities with the germaneness or appropriateness of responses being a key determinant of expertise (Goodnow, 1990; 1993). Yet there is no clear linkages between this view and the extensive discussion within cognitive psychology on problem-solving, categories of knowledge or problem types (Greeno, 1989b). The concept of enculturation has also been proposed within this literature yet has not been wholly treated as problematic. Rogoff, (1990; 1993) and Goodnow (1990; 1993) presents more critical views, arguing that appropriation of knowledge, within a set of social circumstances, is not benign or neutral, instead it is subject to the preferences of learner, culture and guide. In doing so they advocate constructivist views of learning, placing individuals more in the active role of the constructor rather than being helpless before the press of social and cultural circumstances. Such contributions are important as they challenge criticisms of the socio-cultural literature representing a behaviourist or technicist orientation to thinking and acting. Moreover, a more defined analysis of what knowledge types are likely to be accessed and privileged through the mediation of socio-cultural contexts would be a useful contribution to current theory. For example, as mentioned above, situated learning is being criticised for developing procedural knowledge and not conceptual knowledge (Prawat, 1993).

Having teased out incomplete areas of theorising it is apparent that as well as commonality there are also elements of compatibility, which may be mutually beneficial.

In the next section linkages between the internal processes of the mind, as proposed in the cognitive psychology literature, and the social sources of knowledge are reviewed. It is argued, from the cognitive literature, that thinking and acting is dependent on external contributions - social situations. In support of this central claim seven propositions are advanced as linkages which provide a basis for compatibility.

3Linkages between the internal procedures of the mind and external sources, from the cognitive literature.

It is proposed here that all types of knowledge, with the probable exception of strategic knowledge, are sourced in social circumstances to a greater or lesser degree. In the following
section gaps in the cognitive psychology literature are examined to explore ways in which social circumstances can complement the cognitive literature. In doing this it is first argued that the compilation of procedures occurs in particular social contexts, thus the automated processes reflect the requirements of those circumstances. Dispositional attributes, which underpin representations of knowledge in memory (values, attitudes, interest) and permeate the effortful constructive process of procedures and concepts, are also shaped by the social circumstances. It is also advanced that these attributes are interpretatively constructed in the particular circumstances by individuals based on their personal histories and epistemologies which are themselves social in origin. Next, it is claimed that expertise is relational to a particular domain of knowledge, which, it is argued, has social and cultural origins. Problem solutions are to be located in the social world as much as problem states (Brown, Collins & Duguid, 1989). The representation of knowledge in memory, and therefore the cognitive activities which utilise those representations, are also generated by a constructive and interpretative interaction with the social world. What follows is a brief elaboration of these linkages between the internal processes of the mind and the social circumstances in which knowledge is accessed.

3.1 Proceduralisation is a product of social circumstances.
As foreshadowed above, the proceduralisation and compilation of knowledge, one of the limited number of examples of knowledge development within cognitive psychology, is premised on the collapsing of a series of specific procedures (Anderson, 1982; Stevenson, 1986a). These specific procedures reflect the circumstances of particular practice wherein those procedures are compiled. In this way the specific requirements of particular practice are likely to become automated procedures, albeit through a process of individual interpretative construction. In this way the activities of a particular context become the highly practised, automatic and instantaneously applied procedures of individuals (Ericsson & Simon, 1984; Sweller, 1989). This means that individuals' interpretation of social practice becomes the source of tacit knowledge used in goal-directed activity which is not consciously represented in memory once compiled (Gelman & Greeno, 1989).

3.2 Expertise is domain-specific
Novices do not necessarily lack ability, they lack specific knowledge and experience within a particular domain of knowledge (Glaser, 1990; Wagner & Sternberg, 1986) which allows them to conceptualise and categorise problems and deploy cognitive structures effectively. This situation suggests a more specific view of knowledge and expertise. Domains of knowledge are likely to be shaped by social circumstances and then interpretively constructed by individuals (Posner, 1982). This links the exigencies of a particular culture of practice to expertise, as advanced in both literatures. Given the consideration of constructive approaches to thinking and acting, it is proposed to move from definitions of domains which emphasise formal academic disciplines, as they are often defined (Alexander and Judy, 1988) to one which accentuates individuals' interpretative construction of rule-based domains. This conceptualisation of domains is premised on access to practice and the priority afforded by social and cultural circumstances (Goodnow, 1990; Lave, 1990). Practice, in this way, provides a foundation for a rule-based domain of knowledge. This view moves a domain of knowledge from being an inert set of principles to an individualistic construction mediated through a socio-cultural determined practice (Perkins & Salomon, 1989; Rogoff, 1990).

3.3 Specific knowledge is generated through problem-solving.
Problem-solving is the principle activity which is associated with learning (Anderson, 1993; Shuell, 1990) and transfer. Problem-solving occurs both in routine and non-routine ways, which
Routine problem-solving procedures which are used in everyday activities, and set within the activity system of a particular culture of practice, embed thinking and acting in the context in which the knowledge is sourced (Perkins & Salomon, 1989). Therefore, problem-solving as an on-going activity incrementally sources thinking and acting in particular contexts. In problem-solving activity of a non-routine nature, specific knowledge, generated in social circumstances, is retrieved, utilised and manipulated to resolve the problem. The problem space created by the individual in order to address non-routine-problems are the product of individuals' interpretive construction, which is founded on the circumstances of the knowledge's acquisition and the previous history of the individual (Posner, 1982; von Glasersfeld, 1987). In these ways the generation of knowledge is seen as being sourced through both immediate social circumstances and those which comprise individuals' personal history. It is the engagement in goal-directed activity in particular social circumstances that engenders the purposeful acquisition and organisation of knowledge.

3.4 Representations are dependent upon a rich contextual source.

The way individuals conceptualise problem solutions is dependent upon the quality of the internal representation formed in the problem space (Newell & Simon, 1972). Consequently, learning needs to be viewed as being more than the mere acquisition of knowledge, to include the linkages and organisation which strengthens knowledge and which makes it accessible, retrievable and accessible. Through an examination of indexation and schemata it is proposed that the richness of the context in which knowledge is acquired aids recall and re-presentation (Greeno, 1989a; Pea, 1987), as the linkages and associations (patterned) in ways which facilitates knowledge recall and subsequent reapplication. The contribution of rich learning environments, in the form of artefacts, norms of practice, objects and other visual and physical clues, provide potentially rich learning situations.

3.5 Individuals' effort is determined partially by external factors.

Complex thinking and engaging in activities such as non-routine problem-solving activities are effortful. The management of the cognitive load in complex activities (Sweller, 1990a) is influenced by what individuals determine is worth giving effortful attention to, and, what is not (Goodnow, 1990). These decisions are likely to be determined by the socially-constructed personal dispositions of the learner (Posner, 1982; Pea, 1987), and values promoted in the culture of practice in which the problems are experienced (Goodnow, 1990; Lave, 1990). Consequently, effortful engagement needs to be considered in terms of individuals' dispositions and what is privileged in the social circumstances or cultural practice. This means that the activities that individuals engage in, and are encouraged to acquire knowledge about, may influence what is learned, and also what is given superficial or effortful attention. Goodnow (1990) suggests that not only do individuals learn how to solve problems they also learn what problems are worth solving. It is likely that underlying vocational activities the norms, values and practices of the particular socially-derived circumstances will shape individuals' responses.

3.6 Transfer is socially and culturally influenced.

Given that problem-solving and transfer are viewed as being similar cognitive activities, it follows that transfer is not solely the product of the internal mechanisms of the memory. Rather it is based on the ability of individuals to respond to particular conditions under which the knowledge to be transferred is constructed, which includes its organisation and indexation (Brown, Collins & Duguid, 1989; Pea, 1987). Transfer, then, is underpinned by the needs and demands of social derived circumstances (Scribner, 1985), the idiosyncratic interpretation of those circumstances by individuals (Posner, 1982; von Glasersfeld, 1987), and the ability to
abstract meaning from the situationally determined knowledge and deploy it appropriately elsewhere. Therefore, because what is 'near' transfer to one person may be 'far' for another, it may not be possible to stipulate a task as being 'far' or 'near' without understanding the prior knowledge of individuals engaged in the transfer task. Individuals' interpretative structuring of socially-mediated experiences will determine the nature, and even the possibility of transfer. Moreover, given that far transfer is effortful (Royer, 1979), cultural and personal dispositions will determine whether the effortful search strategy is worthwhile or possible (Anderson, 1993).

3.7 Dispositional factors influence effort, interest and attitude towards thinking and acting.
Dispositions are inherent in construction, organisation and deployment of procedural and propositional knowledge. Only through an appreciation of the sources of dispositional foundational knowledge, from both a personal (Belenky, et. al., 1986) and cultural source (Dweck & Elliot, 1983; Goodnow, 1990) will there contribution be acknowledged. Without this consideration the existing categories of propositional and procedural knowledge, even when accounting for strategic forms of knowledge, do not adequately address issues of values, affect and interest associated with the acquisition, organisation and deployment of knowledge.

In the synthesis of the literature presented above the key concepts are that problem-solving as a cognitive activity, is mediated by the particular social circumstances in which that cognitive activity takes place. These circumstances are socially organised. It is the sort of activities outlined above which Vygotsky (1978) refers to as being the socially prevalent form of interpersonal interaction which results in higher psychological functions.

In these ways it seems appropriate to consider the contribution of both cognition and culture in understanding how knowledge is generated and deployed. Having advanced links between the two literatures, a framework which integrates these two literatures is advanced. This framework has been constructed to appraise the cognitive consequences of situated learning. The framework aims to provide a more substantiated basis for claiming the cognitive consequences of situated learning and emphasises the contribution of socio-cultural factors in the construction, appropriation and development of knowledge and some cognitive functions.

4. Cognitive consequences of situated learning
In the following section a table is presented which characterises the cognitive consequences of situated learning which can be seen as providing access to sources of knowledge, as conceptualised through the contribution of socio-cultural literature. This table attempts to secure complementarity between the two bodies of literature, by articulating how knowledge is sourced through engaging in everyday activities, such as those in the workplace. The descriptions of the sources of knowledge are premised on those identified in early studies of learning situated in the workplace (Billett, 1992; 1993a; 1994) and as synthesised through the socio-cultural literature. These earlier studies aimed to determine the effectiveness of learning as everyday activities situated in the workplace. These studies provided useful insights, about perceptions of direct and distant forms of guidance in the acquisition of skilful vocational knowledge. However, these studies failed to provide a comprehensive and substantiated account of how these situated workplace learning experiences contribute to the construction of knowledge. Therefore, it is necessary to seek an adequate explanation of the contribution of these experiences in the literature. In the following table, the cognitive psychology literature is employed to advance an account of the cognitive consequences of these experiences.

The Table below uses a Vygotskian framework to categorise the socio-cultural sources of
knowledge. These sources of knowledge equate to the concepts of proximal (close) and distal (distant) provided by Vygotsky. The proximal guidance refers to the social interaction with others at a close interpersonal basis and non-direct proximal guidance in the form of observation and listening. The distal guidance is found with the authentic problems situated in the culture of practice, the everyday activities of the situation, and the clues and cues provided by the physical setting. This frame sanctions knowledge being sourced in a particular set of social circumstances and through the interpretative and constructive influence of the personal history of the learner, which has been socially-sourced throughout the individual's life experience (Posner, 1982; Pea, 1987). This individual emphasis does not deny the socio-cultural contributions of knowledge's acquisition. What is advanced is that individuals' construction and organisation of knowledge is the product of their on-going social history which results in a personal value system and set of attributes which underpins the acquisition, organisation and deployment of procedures and concepts. Individuals bring unique sets of socially-derived and constructed attributes to the particular social circumstances and it is these attributes that will be used to conceptualise, interpret and organise the knowledge they choose to access in that setting. So in summary, this framework proposes a mediating role of the physical context, everyday activities, authentic problems, direct and indirect forms of social guidance and the personal histories of individuals as sources of knowledge. It is acknowledged that the mediating experiences referred to below are not distinct. They are, however, conceptualised in terms of theoretical principles and the product of skilled workers' perceptions of how they had learnt through workplace experience (Billett, 1992 & 1993a).

Counterpoised against this array of sources of knowledge are the types of knowledge (propositional and procedural) and their uses (indexing, deployment of structured knowledge and problem-solving) provided by cognitive psychology. Examples of concepts from cognitive psychology are applied to this frame to seek links between the two views in a way that may be applied to improving learning and further empirical work.

What follows is first, a table which seeks to afford the linkages referred to above. Second, a list of examples of literature which pertain to each column is provided. Third, a numerical listing of these same examples is also provided.
### A cognitive psychology account of the consequences of situated learning

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Sources</th>
<th>Uses of knowledge</th>
<th>Types of knowledge</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Proximal guidance</strong></td>
<td>Indexing of structured knowledge</td>
<td>Deployment of structured knowledge (schemata)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Social setting - other workers hints reminders and explanations (social guidance - proximal development (Vygotsky, 1987))</td>
<td>2, 18, 23, 26</td>
<td>16, 19, 21, 24</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Observing &amp; listening - proximal guidance non-direct</td>
<td>2, 3, 26</td>
<td>16, 19</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Distal guidance</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Authentic problems - learning curriculum (Lave, 1990; Lave &amp; Wenger, 1991)</td>
<td>2, 3, 22, 23, 26</td>
<td>16, 22, 23, 27, 29</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Everyday activities (Activity system - Engestrom, 1993; Leontyev, 1980) culture of practice (Brown, Collins &amp; Duguid, 1989)</td>
<td>2, 3, 22, 26</td>
<td>16, 23, 24, 27, 29, 29</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>The physical setting - the workplace (distal guidance) - (Scribner, 1984; 1985a; 1985b)</td>
<td>2, 3, 26</td>
<td>16</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Individual interpretation &amp; construction of knowledge</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

- **Sources** include proximal development (Vygotsky, 1987), authentic problems - learning curriculum (Lave, 1990; Lave & Wenger, 1991), everyday activities (Activity system - Engestrom, 1993; Leontyev, 1980) culture of practice (Brown, Collins & Duguid, 1989), and the physical setting - the workplace (distal guidance) - (Scribner, 1984; 1985a; 1985b).

- **Uses of knowledge** include indexing of structured knowledge, deployment of structured knowledge (schemata), and problem-solving.

- **Types of knowledge** include procedures and propositions.
| Personal histories & epistemologies (Greeno, 1989a; Pea, 1987; Posner, 1982) | 23, 26 | 23, 24, 27, 29 | 17, 19, 22, 28, 29 | 1, 6, 7, 15, 20, 22, 25, 29, 30, 32 | 1, 4, 5, 8, 10, 14, 19, 22, 31 |
From the cognitive psychology literature some key attributes of expertise have been identified - as have some conditions for development of those attributes

**Indexing - rich and multi-fold indexing of knowledge** (Collins, Brown & Newman, 1989; Ericsson & Simon, 1984; Greeno, 1989a)

examples

2. provision of cues and clues in the indexation of knowledge (Eylon & Lin, 1988)

3. visual cues from artefacts, objects and physical arrangements (Brown, Collins & Duguid, 1989)

18. clues provided by fellow workers (de Kleer & Brown, 1984)

22. problem-solving ability from domain-learning (Anderson, 1993)

23. schemata developed through accessing knowledge during problem-solving (Glaser, 1990) as a product of means-end search (Sweller, 1989)

26. transfer facilitated by rich interconnections experienced during knowledge acquisition (Royer, 1979)

**Deployment of knowledge structures - (schemata) organisational structures facilitating complex thinking processes** (Anderson, 1993; Glaser, 1990; Wagner & Sternberg, 1986)

examples

16. structuring of cognition distributed across social and physical environment (Brown, Collins & Duguid, 1989)

19. joint problem-solving (scaffolding) avoids decomposing (disaggregating) the target task (Glaser, 1990) - thereby developing purposeful schemata

21. expert making explicit which of a series of alternatives is most appropriate (Schoenfeld, 1985)

22. problem-solving ability from domain-learning (Anderson, 1993)

23. schemata developed through accessing knowledge during problem-solving (Glaser, 1990) as a product of means-end search (Sweller, 1989)

24. problems classified by rich experience, over time, with problem-solving within a domain (Sweller, 1989; 1990a; Chi, Glaser & Rees, 1982)

27. knowledge chunked in cause-effect sequences related to problem-solving (Glaser & Bassok, 1989)

29. orchestrated contribution of knowledge types through authentic activities (Gott, 1989)
**Problem-solving**

eamples

17. everyday problem-solving strengthens thinking procedures (Groen & Patel, 1988; Glaser, 1990)


22. problem-solving ability from domain-learning (Anderson, 1993)

28. learning occurs through problem-solving (Glaser & Bassok, 1989)

29. orchestrated contribution of knowledge types through authentic activities (Gott, 1989)

**Procedures** - *ability to secure goals (knowledge how) Anderson, 1982*

eamples

1. exposing learners to alternative views challenge and clarify initial understanding (Glaser, 1990)

6. development of an interpretative rule-based system of domain knowledge (Groen & Patel; 1988)


9. developing an extensive repertoire of procedures (Sweller, 1989)


19. joint problem-solving (scaffolding) avoids decomposing (dissagregating) the target task (Glaser, 1990) -thereby developing purposeful schemata

20. pressing learners into higher order activities (Stevenson & McKavanagh, 1994), making learners responsible for decision-making (Glaser, 1990)

21. expert making explicit which of a series of alternatives is most appropriate (Schoenfeld, 1985)

22. problem-solving ability from domain-learning (Anderson, 1993)

25. compilation of knowledge (Anderson, 1982; Stevenson, 1986a) through everyday
experiences (Anderson, 1993; Glaser, 1990)

29. orchestrated contribution of knowledge types through authentic activities (Gott, 1989)

30. knowledge debugged through extensive learning experiences (Ericsson & Simon, 1984)

32. procedural knowledge developed through situated learning (Prawat, 1993)

**Propositions** - *conceptual understanding (knowing that)* (Anderson, 1982)

examples

1. exposing learners to alternative views challenge and clarify initial understanding (Glaser, 1990)

4. development of propositions through the patterning of events & activities (Scribner, 1985)

5. generating mental models (Collins, Brown & Newman, 1989; Gott, 1989)

8. deepening understanding by access to the conditions in which knowledge is experienced (Anderson, 1993)

10. acquiring implicit understanding about work activities & structures


14. development & deepening of propositions (Gott, 1989)

19. joint problem-solving (scaffolding) avoids decomposing (disaggregating) the target task (Glaser, 1990) - thereby developing purposeful schemata

22. problem-solving ability from domain-learning (Anderson, 1993)

31. accommodations with environments provide frames of reference to consider new experiences (Posner, 1982)
5Concluding Discussion.

The framework above has been used to provide some reconciliation between two literatures which are often viewed as being so distinct in their orientation that they are not reconcilable. The table also illustrates ways in which social circumstances shape the acquisition of types of knowledge and assists with their deployment in certain cognitive activities. This then provides a basis for considering the means and consequences of developing knowledge and cognitive activities. At a specific level this table provides a basis for evaluating learning experiences situated in the workplace. More broadly it provides a framework for considering learning arrangements in settings which are described as either formal or informal. The constructivist view of learning emphasises 'what happens' - how individuals construct knowledge. This particular framework advances a view about how that process can be made more viable and strengthened by a consideration of the contributions offered by both literatures.

To address the concern expressed by Prawat (1993) and also raised by subjects in investigation into workplace learning, that situated learning privileges the development of procedures, the following is advanced. It is possible to suggest from the above table that if a series of conditions are not available for the development of propositional knowledge then this prediction might be true. Conversely, the table outlines a set of conditions which could be used to engage learners to maximise the development of propositional knowledge. From the descriptions of strategies and approaches mentioned below it is possible to predict that some forms of accessing knowledge are more likely to engender deep conceptual knowledge, although usually with guidance. A further and more comprehensive review of the literature is required to examine the sorts of experiences that are more likely to generate deeper conceptual knowledge and robust and transferable procedures.

To conclude, from the synthesis of the two bodies of literature provided in this paper it is possible to propose that the consequences of engaging in socially determined practice are likely to have consequences in terms of cognitive development and change. This also allows for claims made within the socio-cultural literature to be appraised. Key claims within the socio-cultural literature, such as that activity structures cognition (Rogoff & Lave, 1984), and the appropriation of knowledge being social in terms of its origins and transmission are advanced in this discussion and table, but require further validation. Moreover, because socio-cultural theorists have a key interest in social and culturally derived knowledge, they may not give due acknowledgment to the individual and idiosyncratic nature of knowledge construction which is evident within the constructivist view pursued within this paper.
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